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Abstract. Emanation graphs of grade k, introduced by Hamedmohseni,
Rahmati, and Mondal, are plane spanners made by shooting 2k+1 rays
from each given point, where the shorter rays stop the longer ones upon
collision. The collision points are the Steiner points of the spanner.
We introduce a method of simplification for emanation graphs of grade
k = 2, which makes it a competent spanner for many possible use cases
such as network visualization and geometric routing. In particular, the
simplification reduces the number of Steiner points by half and also sig-
nificantly decreases the total number of edges, without increasing the
spanning ratio. Exact methods of simplification along with mathemati-
cal proofs on properties of the simplified graph is provided.
We compare simplified emanation graphs against Shewchuk’s constrained
Delaunay triangulations on both synthetic and real-life datasets. Our ex-
perimental results reveal that the simplified emanation graphs outper-
form constrained Delaunay triangulations in common quality measures
(e.g., edge count, angular resolution, average degree, total edge length)
while maintain a comparable spanning ratio and Steiner point count.
Keywords: Network Visualization · Mesh Generation · Plane Spanners
1 Introduction
Let G = (V,E) be a geometric graph in the Euclidean plane. For a pair of
vertices u, v, we denote by dG(u, v) and dE(u, v), the minimum graph distance
and the Euclidean distance between u and v, respectively. The spanning ratio of
G is the maximum value of dG(u,v)dE(u,v) over all pairs of vertices {u, v} ∈ V . A graph
is called a t-spanner if its spanning ratio is less than or equal to t.
Many applications use t-spanners, and in general, planar geometric graphs, in
different applied areas of computational geometry and data visualization. Nach-
manson et al. [13] introduced a system called GraphMaps for interactive visu-
alization of large graphs based on constrained Delaunay triangulations. Later,
Mondal and Nachmanson [12] introduced and used a specific mesh called the
? Work of D. Mondal is supported in part by NSERC.
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Fig. 1. (left) A partial node-link diagram of a flight network. (middle) GraphMaps [12]
visualization based on an emanation graph of grade 1. (right) Selection of a node.
competition mesh to improve GraphMaps (Figure 1). Given a set of points P , a
competition mesh is constructed by shooting from each point, four axis-aligned
rays at the same speed, where the shorter rays stop the longer ones upon col-
lision (the rays that are not stopped are clipped by the axis-aligned bounding
box of P ). This can also be seen as a variation of a motorcycle graph [6]. The
points corresponding to the collisions are called Steiner points.
The ray shooting idea that the competition mesh used, encouraged the in-
troduction of a new, general t-spanner called the emanation graph by Hamed-
mohseni, Rahmati, and Mondal [9]. An emanation graph of grade k, is obtained
by shooting 2k+1 rays around each given point. Given a set P of n points in the
plane, an emanation graph Mk is constructed by shooting 2
k+1 rays from each
point p ∈ P with equal pi
2k
angles between them. Each ray stops as soon as it hits
another ray of a larger length or upon reaching the bounding box R(P ). When
two parallel rays collide they both stop and when two rays with equal length
collide at a point, one of them is randomly stopped. The competition mesh is
thus the emanation graph of grade 1. Figure 2(left) depicts an emanation graph
of grade 2 with six points in the plane.
An emanation graph of grade 1 is a
√
10-spanner with at most 4n Steiner
points [9]. Emanation graphs of larger grades allow many redundant edges and
Steiner points, i.e., elements that can be removed without increasing the span-
ning ratio. Redundant edges make a spanner visually cluttered and unsuitable
for the visualization purposes unless we further refine the layout.
In this paper we propose a simplification for the emanation graphs of grade 2
(Figure 2(right)). Our simplified version of the emanation graph has the potential
to be used in tools such as GraphMaps for interactive visualization of large
graphs, and serve as an alternative spanner with better properties. We now
briefly review the literature related to the emanation graphs and other geometric
spanners.
Related Work. The literature on geometric spanners is rich and there are
many approaches to construct geometric spanners and meshes. We refer the
reader to [4] and [14] for the surveys on geometric spanners and mesh generation,
respectively. Emanation graph was motivated by a well-studied question in this
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Fig. 2. (Left) A non-simplified and complete emanation graph of grade k = 2 for an
example point set, and (Right) its simplified version.
context: Given a set P of n points in the plane, can we compute a planar spanner
G = (V,E) of P with small size, degree, spanning ratio and few Steiner points?
There are fewer approaches known for constructing planar spanners with Steiner
points compared to the vast literature on planar geometric spanners that do not
use them.
Dehkordi et al. [5] proved that any set of n points admit a planar angle-
monotone graph of width 90◦’ with O(n) Steiner points. Since an angle monotone
graph of width α is a 1/ cos(α/2)-spanner [3], this implies the existence of a√
2-spanner with O(n) Steiner points, which may contain vertices of unbounded
degree. Lubiw and Mondal [11] examined angle-monotone graphs of larger width
with Steiner points. In both cases the constant hidden in the O(·) notation is
large. Hamedmohseni et al. [9] showed that for k = 1, the lower and upper bound
on the spanning ratio of the emanation graphs is 3 and
√
10, respectively. They
also proved that for a sufficiently large n there exists an emanation graph of
grade k and n vertices with spanning ratio
2+sin( pi
2k
)
1+cos( pi
2k
) , and the spanning ratio
of every emanation graph with r rays where r = 4q + 2 and q ≥ 1, is at most
1
sin(pi/r) sin(pi/2r) .
Comparing emanation graphs with traditional spanners such as Delaunay
triangulation and its variants reveals interesting differences. While Delaunay
meshes generally have better spanning ratios, there is no guarantee on the min-
imum angle between edges incident to the same node, i.e. angular resolution of
the resulting graph. Shewchuk [15] has thoroughly examined the angular con-
straints on Delaunay triangulations and introduced a Delaunay mesh generation
algorithm which adds Steiner points to the original vertex set to increase the
graph’s angular resolution; however, this algorithm does not guarantee to exit
for angular constraints over 34◦, meaning that it may run forever. For an em-
anation graph, the angular resolution is determined by it’s grade k, and all
emanation graphs of grade k = 2 have 45◦ angular resolution.
Contributions. We provide a simplification method for emanation graphs
which works by building a Simplified Emanation Graph (SEG) from scratch,
instead of removing extra edges from the original version. Then we compare
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SEG with constrained Delaunay triangulations and demonstrate it’s advantages
under various quality metrics. Good geometric properties of emanation graphs
mostly belong to grades k ≤ 2, e.g. much fewer vertex degrees and sufficiently
good spanning ratio. Yet the current form of these graphs output a cluttered
and visually complex layout. We provide a simplification method for graphs of
grade k = 2. Thus whenever we refer to Simplified Emanation Graph (SEG) in
this paper, we refer to grade k = 2. This simplification process greatly reduces
the total number of edges while the good properties of the original graph such
as the spanning ratio and angular resolution are preserved.
We compared emanation graphs with Delaunay triangulation on both real-life
geospatial data and synthetic point sets. The synthetic point sets were created
from small world graphs by FMMM algorithm [7], which is a well-known force di-
rected algorithm to create network visualization. The experimental results reveal
the reduction of total number of edges, total edge length and the average vertex
degree in less than half, while the number of Steiner points and the spanning
ratios are comparable.
2 Simplification Method
In an emanation graph, it is common to find two paths of shortest length between
a pair of vertices , e.g. p1 and p3 in Figure 2(left). Our simplification attempts
to remove such redundancy.
We iterate on the vertices and find only one nearest neighbor for every 2k+1
directions. Although this appears to be similar to the construction of Θ-graphs,
but there are also significant differences in the technique for finding appropriate
sweep lines. After selecting this nearest neighbor, we check whether they can
connect or that their connection is somehow interfered by a ray of another vertex.
For the ease of explanation, the rightward ray of a vertex is labeled r1 and its
other rays are numbered counter-clockwise (Figure 3). During the computation
of the neighbors of p, we will refer to two important vertex types ps (the ‘top’
neighbor to connect to p) and pc (the candidate vertices to check while searching
the correct neighbor). We use emanated rays {r1, r2, r3, ...} and their angular
bisectors labeled b1, a1, a2, b2, respectively, as guidelines to sweep appropriate
regions (cones) to search for ps and pc. We use the notation Ca1a2 to refer to
the cone shaped region between the two guidelines a1 and a2, and denote by lg
a sweep line orthogonal to the guideline g, starting from p.
While describing the computation, instead of iterating on directions, we ro-
tate the plane by ( pi
2k
)-degrees at each step, and then find a proper top neighbor
for each vertex. The top neighbor of each vertex p is labeled ps: The first vertex
found sweeping up p’s top cones Ca1r3 and Cr3a2 . Two sweep lines la1 and la2 ,
orthogonal to a1 and a2, respectively, are used simultaneously to sweep Ca1r3
and Cr3a2 as drawn in Figure 3 (left)–(middle).
Note that using a single horizontal sweep line may not hit the correct neighbor
ps to be connected to p, e.g. the first point q hit by the horizontal sweep line
maybe a vertex near ps in the same cone and one of the downward rays of ps
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Fig. 3. (left)–(middle) Illustration for the selection of ps. Both sweep lines start at
the same time from p and stop as soon as one finds a vertex ps. (right) An example,
where a successful connection between p and ps has been made, but a horizontal sweep
cannot find ps.
may block the connection between q and p (contradicting that q is the correct
neighbor). Figure 3(right) illustrates an example for such cases.
To find whether ps should be connected to p, we need to check whether
there is a vertex pc with |p|y ≤ |pc|y < |ps|y whose ray reaches the potential
connection between ps and p faster than that of the rays of ps and p. If so, then
ps and p should not be connected. The notation |p|y refers to the y coordinate
of vertex p. We now show how to check each candidate pc vertex in the four
cones Cb1r2 , Cr2a1 , Ca2r4 , and Cr4b2 . Cones Cr1b1 and Cb2r5 and their vertices
are skipped as no vertex in these areas can reach p’s connection to ps in time.
p
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Fig. 4. Sweep lines used to select pc in each cone around p, drawn in yellow color. They
start from p and stop upon finding a vertex.
We use sweep lines with angles specific to each cone to find the first pc vertex
in that cone, i.e. the vertex winning the competition of reaching p’s connection
to ps among all the points in the underlying cone. Such a selection of the first
candidate vertex pc ensures that its ray is not interfered by another point inside
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Fig. 5. Left and middle depict two different cases where pc has interfered, right shows
a successful connection between ps and p.
this cone. Figure 4 illustrates the sweep lines for each cone. Depending on their
geometric properties, every vertex in a cone has one ray which is the most
competent, for example in a vertex pc ∈ Cb1r2 , it’s r4, the north-western ray,
may interfere with p, thus to find the most competent vertex inside Cb1r2 we
use a vertical sweep line lr1 starting from p. In other words, if pc is the correct
neighbor to be connected to p, then to reach the ray of p, any subsequent point
in the cone will need to have a longer ray than that of pc. The same method
applies to the other cases.
After finding our candidate pc vertices, we must check for special conditions in
each and every one of them individually in order to know whether they can block
the connection between ps and p. These conditions are thoroughly explained
later.
For every vertex p and each rotation, we find ps and a list of possibly in-
terfering vertices pc using the selection methods provided above. During these
iterations we skip pairs that are already connected, therefore, if p is already
connected to ps, we do not check if ps can connect to p. This almost halves the
total number of edges and Steiner points by avoiding redundant paths between
two connected vertices in the original emanation graph. Theorem 2 provides a
bound on total Steiner points in a SEG.
For each pc ∈ Cb1a1 , there are four different cases in which pc does not
interfere the connection between ps and p. Figures 5–6 illustrate the example
for each case, where the rightmost section in each figure depicts the case when
p can successfully connect to p. The conditions are as follows:
1. ps ∈ Ca1r3 and pc ∈ Cb1r2 and |ps|x < |pc|x and ps is below r′4 of pc: the
continued refraction of r4 of pc after hitting r3 of p; see Figure 5.
2. ps ∈ Ca1r3 and pc ∈ Cr2a1 and ps is swept before pc by the sweep line lb1
orthogonal to b1 of p; see Figure 6(top).
3. ps ∈ Cr3a2 and pc ∈ Cb1r2 and ps is swept before pc by a sweep line orthogonal
to r2 of p; see Figure 6(middle).
4. ps ∈ Cr3a2 and pc ∈ Cr2a1 and |psp|x < |pspc|y; see Figure 6(bottom).
Explaining cases where pc ∈ Ca2b2 and |pc|x < |p|x is straightforward, as
every condition needs to be vertically mirrored, relative to p. We thus describe
the conditions regarding these mirrored cases without any additional figure.
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Fig. 6. Left depicts the case where pc has interfered, right shows a successful connection
between ps and p.
1. ps ∈ Cr3a2 and pc ∈ Cb2r4 and |ps|x > |pc|x and ps is below r′2 of pc: continued
refraction of r2 of pc after hitting r3 of p.
2. ps ∈ Cr3a2 and pc ∈ Cr4a2 and ps is swept before pc by a sweep line orthog-
onal to b2 of p.
3. ps ∈ Ca1r3 and pc ∈ Cb2r4 and ps is swept before pc by a sweep line orthogonal
to r4 of p.
4. ps ∈ Ca1r3 and pc ∈ Cr4a2 and |pps|x < |pcps|y.
Figure 7 demonstrates all the 8 steps (with rotations) described above us-
ing the point set used in Figure 2. After stacking blue segments after rotating
them back to their starting direction results into the simplified version of the
emanation graph.
3 Properties of SEG
In the following section we discuss a few properties that SEG provides as a
spanner. These properties along with ones that result into a visually less clut-
tered image, highlight the purpose of SEG opposed to it’s normal version and
in comparison to other commonly used spanners.
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Fig. 7. Construction steps of an example SEG, each figure represents one of 8 required
rotations. Blue segments are rotated back and accumulated to form the final graph,
depicted in the right section of Figure 2.
Lemma 1. A SEG on a set of n points can be constructed in time O(n·polylog(n)).
Proof. For each point p, there exists a constant number of cones, and for each
cone we need to find a candidate point with the smallest coordinate along some
axis. This can easily be done by using a constant number of 2-dimensional range
trees each is corresponding to a cone, which can be constructed in time O(n ·
polylog(n)) [2]. At each internal node v′ of the second-level trees Tassoc(v), we
store the point with the smallest coordinate along the axis among the points
in P (v′), where v is an internal node of the first-level tree T and P (v′) is the
set of points stored at the leaves of the sub-tree rooted at v′. To find the point
with the smallest coordinate along the axis of some cone, we can easily query
the corresponding range tree in time O(polylog(n)).
After finding the candidates pc in the cones of each point p, we do a constant
number of comparisons with ps in order to check whether pc has interfered the
connection between p and ps. Therefore, the total construction time is O(n ·
polylog(n)). uunionsq
Lemma 2. A SEG of grade k = 2 is a max-degree-8 geometric spanner with at
most 4n Steiner points.
Proof. Forming an emanation graph of grade k = 2 involves shooting 2k+1 rays
from each vertex simultaneously. This results into a maximum degree of 8 and
8n rays in any graph and 8n maximum number of Steiner points. Any pair of
selected vertices (p, ps) in an emanation graph, falls in one of 3 categories:
1. They are not connected to each other by edges of their own, because other
vertices have completely interfered their connection; see (p1, p4) in Figure 2.
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SEG 100 197 6.20 2.55 379 80.33 19.36 7319 45 1.88
DEL C=0 100 0 9.55 5.66 283 304.15 50.50 14301 0.57 1.37
DEL C=22.5 100 87.73 9.05 5.40 506 89.49 29.34 14803 22.68 1.44
DEL C=33 100 315.60 8.18 5.56 1156 56.95 18.75 21392 33.07 1.59
SEG 500 1085 6.85 2.63 2087 69.35 12.58 26261 45 2.07
DEL C=0 500 0 10.31 5.91 1478 317.07 28.97 42820 0.27 1.39
DEL C=22.5 500 253 9.48 5.75 2165 76.87 21.06 45576 22.55 1.60
DEL C=33 500 1017 8.69 5.79 4398 47.44 14.35 62963 33.02 1.84
SEG 1000 2177 7.01 2.66 4231 58.10 9.52 40289 45 2.16
DEL C=0 1000 0 10.72 5.95 2974 284.05 21.16 62933 0.20 1.40
DEL C=22.5 1000 472 9.75 5.83 4296 64.75 15.91 68346 22.53 1.96
DEL C=33 1000 1933 8.90 5.86 8601 39.35 10.95 94099 33.01 2.16
SEG 235 AIR 485 7 2.69 970 61.17 9.95 9651 45 1.96
DEL C=0 235 AIR 0 11 5.89 692 291.34 26.64 18432 0.06 1.39
DEL C=22.5 235 AIR 221 9 5.57 1270 66.82 15.5 19682 22.53 1.48
DEL C=33 235 AIR 729 8 5.66 2727 56.96 10.15 27691 33 1.73
SEG 1000 CIT 1161 7.00 2.94 3177 580 20.39 64796 45 2.28
DEL C=0 1000 CIT 0 12 5.95 2975 2024 50.93 151541 0.09 1.41
DEL C=22.5 1000 CIT 1358 10 6.28 7414 373 27.64 192302 22.55 1.49
DEL C=33 1000 CIT 4676 9 6.03 17139 166 18.34 308560 33.00 1.6
Table 1. Results of our comparisons on 3 random and two real data sets. CIT marks
the results related to World’s most populated cities data set while AIR refers to the data
set of US Airlines, lines that are unmarked are related to our random experimentation,
based on averages of 1000 instances. SEG stands for Simplified Emanation Graph of
grade k = 2 and DEL C=α is a α◦ constrained Delaunay Triangulation.
2. They are connected by two mirrored paths of shortest length; see (p1, p5) in
Figure 2.
3. They are connected by a path of shortest length similar to Item 2, and
another path of longer length. Second path is formed due to interference of
a ray from pc, thus involved an edge belonging to pc; see (p3, p5) in Figure 2.
Simplifying any graph will reduce paths of categories 2 and 3, thus reduces
Steiner points. Between path pairs of category 2, one is picked arbitrarily and
another is omitted. Also for paths of category 3 the one with shorter length
remains as the one with longer length is removed. Therefore the maximum total
number of Steiner points in a SEG is halved and reduced to 4n. uunionsq
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Fig. 8. A SEG based on our chosen sample of size 100 (top-left). The normal Delaunay
triangulation (top-right), 22.5◦ constrained Delaunay triangulation (bottom-left) and
33◦ constrained Delaunay triangulation (bottom-right), all on the same vertex set.
4 Experimental Comparison
In this section we compare SEG with graphs generated with Delaunay triangu-
lation: constrained [15] and normal.
We generated three sample data sets [10], each containing 1000 random New-
man Watts Strogatz small world graphs using NetworkX [8]. All the graphs in
a data set contains the same number of nodes. Thus the three data sets contain
graphs of size 100, 500, and 1000. We generated the layout for all these graphs
using the fast multi-pole multilevel (FMMM) layout [7]. Aside from experiment-
ing on randomly generated data, we also tried SEG on two commonly used data
sets: Locations of 1000 Most Populated Cities and US Airports [1].
Figure 8 demonstrates our output on one of the sample data set of size 100,
for a SEG along with normal, 22.5◦ and 33◦ constrained Delaunay triangulations,
which are the exact configurations we used for this comparison. Figure 9 depicts
SEG and the corresponding constrained Delaunay triangulations for a sample of
size 1000.
Although one would like to have angular constraints higher than 33◦ and
close to what emanation graph gives, but the algorithm for constrained Delaunay
triangulation doesn’t guarantee an exit for larger angular resolutions. We used
Triangle [16] to compute the Delaunay triangulations.
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Fig. 9. (left) A SEG of grade 2 on a sample of size 1000. (right) The corresponding
33◦ constrained Delaunay triangulation.
The metrics we chose to compare our samples are Steiner Point Count, Ver-
tex Degree, Edge Count, Edge Length, Angle and Spanning Ratio. Results are
depicted in Table 3, separated by different configurations and the number of ver-
tices. Every row of the table shows the mean performance over all 1000 instances
of the graphs. In comparison with 33◦ constrained Delaunay triangulation, SEG
provides:
– Much better angular resolution (45◦ compared to 33◦)
– Less than half the number of edges
– Less than half the total edge length
– Less than half the average vertex degree
– Slightly worse spanning ratio (within a factor of 1.18 when n = 100 and
n = 500; and the comparable when n = 1000)
– Comparable number of Steiner points (less than half the number of Steiner
points for n = 100; but slightly worse for n = 1000)
5 Discussion
In this paper we present an algorithm to simplify emanation graphs of grade k =
2, and experimentally evaluate its aesthetic qualities compared to the Delaunay
triangulation and constrained Delaunay triangulation. Our experimental result
shows the potential of the simplified emanation graph to be considered as a good
alternative to these traditional spanners.
A theoretical open question is to prove a tight upper bound on spanning
ratio of the simplified version. Furthermore, one can implement simplified ema-
nation graphs in visualization systems such as GraphMaps [13] to compare the
visual results with that of generated by the Delaunay and constrained Delaunay
triangulations.
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Another interesting avenue for future research is to look for local drawing
methods for emanation graph, which output a roughly exact drawing based on
user’s view-port and zoom level, without computing all other nodes outside user’s
view-port. Also, extending simplified emanation graphs to a triangulated mesh
by triangulating the faces maybe considered as a possible extension of this paper.
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